Abstract

Engineers want to stay connected with everything that is new in this scientific world. As web has become huge and dynamic, at times they get irrelevant data during search. In this paper we offer a semantically classified web portal for the engineers which provide easy access to knowledge in a semantic way. In our portal, we provide three sections namely news, books and Research articles so that the engineers can just register with our portal and update their domain knowledge in a semantic way. To achieve semantics, we propose a semclassifier algorithm, which preprocess each document in the input document set and create a word dictionary (.xml) which will be compared with the domain dictionary (.xml) which contains the keywords in each area under an engineering field. It ranks the documents based on relevancy factor. The experimental result assures that our algorithm provides 93.3% accuracy in classifying the document.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The colossal growth of the World Wide Web containing structured, semi-structured and unstructured documents insists us to work on Semantic Web as we get irrelevant data at times. This may be wastage of time for the engineers. To update themselves, they need to stay connected with the technical world. Semantic web always provides seamless access to the most relevant information. We provide a web portal for the engineers which contain three sections (Books, News & Research articles). In our work, we achieved semantics in our portal by pre-processing each document and forming a word dictionary of the same. We then compare it with the domain dictionary and calculate the concept weights for each document and classify them according to the field and area. Once this classification is done by our semclassifier algorithm, the engineers who are registered with our portal by specifying their field and area of interest get more relevant information without any need to search for the data they need.

As our portal is concerned, we had concentrated on text mining in which data pre-processing is an important task to be done. We followed different approaches for pre-processing pdf, word and HTML documents. The word dictionary which contains the “word frequency” will be in a same format for word, pdf documents and a different format is followed for HTML documents.
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Section II presents the related work. Section III presents the Architectural design of the proposed work. Section IV presents the semclassifier algorithm. Section V presents the experimental results. Section VI presents the Performance Evaluation and finally Section VII presents the Conclusion and future work.

II. RELATED WORK

World Wide Web is a collection of vast and heterogeneous data. So the user has to rely on any of the portals to keep them updated. In many of the existing portals, the results often given are more irrelevant than our desired need. The user who is not familiar with particular domain would find it very difficult to determine the result that is required for him/her. In [1] and [2], authors’ has used an ontological approach to overcome the syntactical information retrieval. Here the information access will be difficult, during the information growth. In [1], in one of the phases, word stemming has been performed. Stemming sometimes could change the actual meaning of the word. Recently, several tools for Ontology construction have been developed. However, these tools do not provide any services for Knowledge
Engineers to share or work together and reuse their work. In [3], WordNet is used to sense the word and thus enhance the information that is been retrieved. But WordNet do not provide classification of word senses for technical terms. In [4], a semantic web portal is designed to simplify the ontological engineering process. For ontological crawling and classification RDF is used. Here during ranking, there might be a chance for cyclic reference to be occurred. Also, certain data cannot be easily represented in RDF. In [5], a web portal is designed to provide the end user and application an integrated access to information. The semantic data retrieval is achieved by extracting the metadata from various data sources. In [6], OWL is used to describe the semantics of knowledge in a machine accessible way. The mapping of OWL on logics provides formal semantics and reasoning support. In [7], a semantic web portal is designed which provides the functionality for semantic visualization and search functions of RDF triples. This portal can be easily deployed for medium sized domain. In [8], a website is created for a library portal. This website provides access to various information resources all in one place to serve the needs of specific community.

III. ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

In our proposed work, we maintain a repository of structured and unstructured documents which will be uploaded by the admin. The input document set is pre-processed. In pre-processing of word, pdf and HTML documents extraction of text from those documents is the first and foremost step. For pdf, word, HTML documents we used PDFBox-0.7.3, Spire.doc, HTMLAgilityPack respectively to extract text. Stop words are those which are not meaningful. After text extraction we remove the stop words like {"and", "or", "a", "an", "the", etc….}. After removal of stop words, tokenization is performed which involves getting individual words. Then with the words obtained from tokenization a word dictionary is formed which contains the “word frequency”. The word dictionary for pdf, word documents is shown in Fig.1 and the word dictionary for HTML documents is shown in Fig.2. In HTML documents the tags which are text based like <meta>, <title>, <p>, <b>, <i>, <td>, <a>, etc… are examined for text extraction.

![Word dictionary format for pdf, word documents](image1)

Fig. 1: Word dictionary format for pdf, word documents

![Word dictionary format for HTML Documents](image2)

Fig. 2: Word dictionary format for HTML Documents

The word dictionary thus obtained is then compared with the domain dictionary to obtain the concept weight based on total hits or matches. The sample of domain dictionary is shown in Fig.4

With the concept weight obtained, we will be able to classify the document. We can identify the field and subfield to which the document belongs to. The documents that are classified are stored into the database along with field and subfield id in the domain dictionary. Then the documents are ranked and they are
presented to the users in the appropriate category.

Fig. 3: Architectural design

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<fields>
  <field name="cse" id="1">
    <subField name="data mining" id="1">
      <term name="data"/>
      <term name="mining"/>
      <term name="pre-processing"/>
    </subField>
    <subField name="databases" id="2">
      <term name="dictionary"/>
      <term name="alter"/>
      <term name="drop"/>
      <term name="grant"/>
      <term name="revoke"/>
    </subField>
  </field>
  <field name="mining" id="2">
    <subField name="mining method" id="1">
      <term name="mineral"/>
      <term name="extraction"/>
      <term name="discovery"/>
      <term name="surface"/>
      <term name="blasting"/>
    </subField>
  </field>
</fields>

Fig. 4: Domain dictionary sample

IV. SEMCLASSIFIER ALGORITHM

ALGORITHM : SemClassifier
INPUT : Document D
OUTPUT : Classified result
         (Documents category)

Step 1 : Initialize concept weight CW= 0.
Step 2 : Initialize field=0, subfield=0
Step 3 : The document D is pre-processed.
Step 4 : Extract the text from the document, based on the extension of the document.
Step 5 : Remove the stop words \{SW1,...,SWn\}.
Step 6 : Tokenize the remaining words and obtain the tokens \{TK1,...,TKn\}.
Step 7 : Construct the word dictionary, a xml file with the “word frequency” frequency \{FQ1,...,FQn\}.
Step 8 : Compare the word dictionary with the domain dictionary.
Step 8a : for each field (fid) in the domain dictionary and for each subfield (sfid)
Step 8b : Compare the \{TK1,...,TKn\} with the terms in subfield
Step 8c : If a match is found, then the matched token’s FQ is added to concept weight CW.
Step 8d : If CWtemp greater than CW, then
         CW=CWtemp;
         field=fid;
         subfield=sfid;
Step 9 : The field and subfield is obtained and the document is classified.
When an engineer logs into the portal, the documents are ranked (i.e.) the concept weights are sorted and the semantically classified and ranked documents are provided to the engineers as per their field and subfield (i.e.) area of interest.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section presents the experimental results for the proposed work. We used data mining, database concepts, etc., under the computer science domain for the testing purpose. To implement the module for the portal, we used C#. A web interface is also created. Only the administrator has the authority to upload the document to the repository. It is shown in Fig.5.

![Fig. 5: Uploading document](image)

When a user registers to this portal, he/she has to specify his/her area of interest, as shown in Fig.6. When the user logs in, he/she can view the books, news and research articles related to his/her interest. List of books retrieved that is related to user interest is shown in Fig.7. The resultant document is shown in Fig.8.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Performance evaluation of the proposed approach is done based on classification context scenario. Precision, Recall, Accuracy and F-measure are the major terms used for classification based performance.

Precision is the probability that a retrieved document is relevant. Precision is calculated based on the formula

\[ \text{Precision} = \frac{tp}{tp + fp} \]

Recall is the probability that a (randomly selected) relevant document is retrieved in a search. Recall is calculated based on the formula
Recall = \frac{tp}{tp + fn}

Accuracy is a weighted arithmetic mean of Precision and Inverse Precision as well as a weighted arithmetic mean of Recall and Inverse Recall. Accuracy is calculated based on the formula

Accuracy = \frac{(tp + tn)}{(tp + tn + fp + fn)}

Where,

- \(tp\) – True Positive(Correctly retrieved)
- \(tn\) – True Negative(Correctly rejected)
- \(fp\) – False Positive(Incorrectly retrieved)
- \(fn\) – False Negative(Incorrectly rejected)

A measure that combines precision and recall is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, the traditional F-measure. F-Measure is calculated based on the formula

\[ F = \frac{2\times\text{Precision}\times\text{recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{recall}} \]

The performance measure of proposed system is plotted in Fig.9.

**Fig. 9: Performance of Proposed System**

From the performance measure, it is understood that the accuracy of the proposed system is 93.3%, which is high compared with existing approaches.

**VI. CONCLUSION**

In this paper, a web portal has been designed for engineers. Since all the documents are accurately classified according to their domain using the semclassifier algorithm, the engineers have seamless access to their domain knowledge. The experimental results have also proven that the system is more accurate. This system can also be extended to other domains like medicine, law, etc.
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